WANT EVEN MORE FUN?
Join us for exciting guest performances this Spring Break including bubbles, balloon art, yoga, circus fun, magic and even live butterflies!

For a complete list of performers visit epl.ca/springbreak.

The Library is the place to be in summer too! Join us from Saturday, June 27 until Saturday, Aug. 29 for our annual Summer Starts at EPL program. We have big plans for 2020 including a reading challenge, exciting classes and events, weekly contests, awesome prizes and a few surprises.

SPRING BREAK starts HERE!
March 21 – 29

Explore worlds of WONDER this Spring Break!

epl.ca/springbreak
Check Out Our Classes and Events!

Visit the Edmonton Public Library this Spring Break for fun and entertaining classes for all ages, including select classes en français! Please note, all classes have a limit of 30 participants.

BUBBLICIOUS
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Square bubbles, triangular bubbles, bubbles within bubbles, bubble mania is here! This class is an amazing blend of learning and doing with everyone’s favourite tool: Bubbles!

DANCE PARTY
Ages 6-12 | Length: 45 minutes
Get your groove on! Learn cool dance moves as you move to music videos. Make your own VIP nametag and dance wristband to keep so you can continue the party at home.

NUTTY NATURE
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Have you ever seen a rainbow tree? What about a glowing fish? Things in nature aren’t always as you’d expect. Learn about astonishing things and get creative while making your own Nutty Nature creations!

PIRATE FLOATS
Ages 6-8 | Length: 1 hour
Ahoy Matey! Are you ready for an exciting pirate adventure? Learn what makes pirate ships float and try your hand at some pirate themed crafts!

UPGRADE, UPSCALE, UPCYCLE!
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Let’s give new life to items that would otherwise be headed to the landfill. Come learn neat tips and tricks as we turn trash into treasure!

WEIRD SCIENCE, MAD SCIENCE
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Explore science as we mix ingredients together to get unexpected results! Observe cool reactions and conduct wacky scientific experiments of your own.

CODE BREAKERS
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Do you know how to decipher secret messages? Learn all about coding and ciphers, and become a digital dynamo! Explore a variety of fun digital and analog ways to decode and join the exciting activities.

LITTLE BIT LEGO VILLAGE
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Come and create a LEGO village at the Library. Use your imagination and our tech to bring the LEGO-inspired village to life!

QUIDDITCH
Ages 6-12 | Length: 1 hour
Attention all Muggles: It may not be Hogwarts School, but you can join us for a whirlwind of Quidditch-related crafts and activities!

Check out the full schedule at epl.ca/springbreak